JOBS, Office of Career Planning & Professional Development

Appointments

Here are three easy ways to make an appointment.

Send us an email at careeroffice@fscj.edu

Click here to Request an Appointment

Call us at 212-827-7425

Walk-in hours: Mondays from 12:00 – 2:00 pm & Wednesdays from 4:00 – 6:00 pm

Writing Next Gen PhD Seminar

Wednesday, 08/09/2017
2:00 pm - 4:00 pm
Graduate Center, Room 9207

The workshop will focus on specific techniques to use when moving academic argument into new genres. In particular, we’ll discuss and practice strategies for addressing different audiences, specifically: angle, voice, and narrative arc. We’ll look at actual examples of published pitches, essays, and articles; participants will work with sample pieces of writing to practice these strategies discussed. Students are not required to bring any materials of their own, but are encouraged to come to the workshop ready to discuss their own tastes and interests: what popular or mainstream outlets do you like or admire? What topics or curiosities would you most enjoy writing about for a large audience? What forms of writing might be most sustaining and generative for you?

The aim of the workshop will be to draw on our collective skills as readers to help each of us write our own work differently, and imagine forms for our expertise beyond what we might envisage individually. Most centrally, we aim in this seminar to create a climate marked by collaboration, experiment, and expansiveness.

Please register here. This event is part of the NEH-funded project The Art of Public Engagement.

Sarah Mesle (PhD, Northwestern) is Associate Professor of English at Florida State University. With Sarah Mesle, she is the co-founder and co-editor of Avidly and the forthcoming short book series from WVU Press, Avidly Books. She’s finishing a book about nineteenth-century portraiture and inner life, and has published scholarly essays on nineteenth-century literature and art in American Literature, MLJUSC, and elsewhere. She’s written for The Hairpin and Los Angeles Review of Books, and currently writes a column about motherhood and literature for The Horn.

Sarah Mesle (PhD, Northwestern) is Senior Editor at Large at the Los Angeles Review of Books and Assistant Professor (Teaching) at USC. With Sarah Blackwood, she is the co-founder and co-editor of Avidly and the forthcoming short book series from WVU Press, Avidly Books. She has written about gender and popular culture for venues ranging from Studies in American Fiction to Indulge Magazine. You can follow her on Twitter.

See more events below the job list: INET NYC & GMA Concerts

Jobs

Internship for Graduate Students in the Humanities

The M.A. office of communications is offering an internship for graduate students in the humanities.

This is a one-year, part-time (10 hours per week) position for a graduate student who would like some experience working at a not-for-profit that is, nevertheless, closely related to their studies. The person would help with drafting some content, with some analytics tracking, with tracking/Profession submissions, and with social media. The tasks would be shaped by their strengths. It’s also an opportunity for them to contribute to the M.A.’s humanities advocacy work.

The full posting is available here. Please pass this email along to graduate students in your department.

Operations Coordinator

A part-time position with benefits.

CollegeSpring

Job link: http://college21.org/operations-coordinator-new-york/

Faculty Position

St. John’s College is hiring an interdisciplinary faculty to teach in a liberal arts curriculum that includes four years of math and science. They are looking in particular for people with graduate training in math and science who want to teach seminar style classes across the humanities and the sciences. This is a 3-3 teaching/service intensive position with no research (and no time for research!). Deadline is August 15th. https://www.sjc.edu/careers/offices-human-resources/faculty-positions

Comment:

This is the kind of job you might want if you like the idea of being a Renaissance man/woman/person, and you love working with smart, ambitious, slightly weird students who love to read and have real conversations about ideas.

College Assistant at Queens College

Writing at Queens seeks a 20-hour a week College Assistant for 20 hours a week at $15 an hour with benefits. Writing at Queens works with faculty and students at Queens College on writing across the curriculum initiatives, including hosting faculty development workshops and supporting student blogging, our new writing studio, and other digital writing initiatives. Hours can be flexible, but the College Assistant would be on campus three to four days a week. Position to be filled as soon as possible.

Duties to Include:

- Coordinate and support workshops and events, including the reserving of space, equipment, and food.

-...
National Energy Technology Lab (NETL) – Solid Oxide Fuel Cell Research Opportunity

**Apply by 9/16/17**

Through the Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education (ORISE), this posting seeks a postdoctoral researcher to conduct applied research in support of NETL Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFC) research. Candidates who demonstrate knowledge of conventional techniques of electrochemical performance testing (e.g., cyclic voltammetry, IV curve generation, Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy, total Conductivity, and Electrical Conductivity Relaxation) are encouraged to apply.

The successful candidate will have experience in:
- Basic ceramic processing such as powder synthesis, tape casting, screen-printing, and sintering
- Microstructural analysis with SEM, EDS, EDS, etc., and sample preparation for the analyses
- Preferably, have experience in wet chemistry methods, and basic understanding of the general principles of fuel cell operation

The successful candidate is NOT required to possess specific experience in solid oxide fuel cells, but preference will be given to candidates with experience in solid oxide fuel cells, electro-ceramic materials, electrochemistry, or any related systems in sensors, membranes, and other energy conversion devices.

To complete the online application at [http://www.orau.gov/netl](http://www.orau.gov/netl) in the online application list Dr. Gregory Hackett as your requested mentor. This will associate your application with this job posting. Please send a CV to Gregory.Hackett@netl.doe.gov.

---

**EPA Human Health and Wellbeing Research Support**

The EPA Environmental Research and Business Support Program has an immediate opening for a Human Health and Wellbeing Research Support position at EPA with the Office of Research and Development at the EPAs facility in Chapel Hill, NC. The Epidemiology Branch (EB) of the Environmental Public Health Division (EPHD), National Health and Environmental Effects Research Laboratory (NHERL), Office of Research and Development (ORD) at EPA conducts epidemiological research supporting EPAs regulations and helping communities to make better decisions to sustain a healthy society and environment. The selected candidate shall assist the EB team with providing technical laboratory support for epidemiological research projects which include recruitment and examination of human subjects, biological sample collection, physical examinations, collection of questionnaire data, and laboratory analysis of various biomarkers in blood, saliva, and stool samples, data processing, statistical analysis and preparation of reports.

- Full-time, 40 hours per week
- Have earned at least a Master’s degree in biology, microbiology, molecular biology, public health, environmental sciences, engineering or closely related field from an accredited university or college within the last 24 months
- Experience with general laboratory safety practices
- Working knowledge of general laboratory techniques, including aseptic and sterile technique
- Substantial practical experience in laboratory research involving the use of various immunological and/or molecular methods at a level enabling the applicant to independently learn and successfully apply the methods listed above
- Proficiency with Microsoft Office applications (e.g., Excel, PowerPoint, Word, Outlook)
- Strong communication skills including written, oral, and presentation abilities

For the full position description and to apply, visit our website [http://www.epa.gov/ord/](http://www.epa.gov/ord/)

---

**Organic Chemist or Chemical Biologist**

**University of California, San Francisco**

The Biodevices Laboratory, in the Departments of Radiology and Biomedical Imaging and Pharmaceutical Chemistry at UC San Francisco, is seeking an organic chemist or chemical biologist for an immediate opening. The Biodevices laboratory has several ongoing small molecule radiotracer development programs for applications in cancer and neuroimaging of mood disorders that the postdoctoral fellow will be encouraged to lead. Moreover, the candidate will have the opportunity to learn fluorine-18 and carbon-11 radiolabeling techniques, animal handling techniques, and the pharmacological assessment of new bioactive molecules. Lastly, this appointment may provide the opportunity to learn and perform NMR enabling studies should a project result in a promising lead radiotracer.

More information about the Biodevices Lab at UCSF is available at [https://medicine.ucsf.edu/research/labs/bernardlab](https://medicine.ucsf.edu/research/labs/bernardlab).

The ideal candidate should have a PhD in equivalent in medicinal, organic chemistry, or chemical biology, excellent verbal and written communication skills, and first author publications in well-respected peer reviewed journals.

Please submit a copy of a recent CV, brief cover letter, and 3 references to [https://medcareers.ucsf.edu/](https://medcareers.ucsf.edu/)

Information about life as a postdoc at UCSF can be found at the [UCSF Postdocs Facebook page](https://www.facebook.com/UCSFPostdocs/). This is not the official page of UCSF.

---

**Graduate Coordinator (Non-Teaching Adjunct/Hourly – Multiple Positions)**

**Galveston Community College**

**Part Time**

Please see the link for details [https://www.galvccc.edu/docs/docmgr/GSS/HR/11644/11644_19990-11644_20000_100800.htm](https://www.galvccc.edu/docs/docmgr/GSS/HR/11644/11644_19990-11644_20000_100800.htm).

We are hosting an information session about the program on Wednesday, August 3rd at 2:00pm Eastern. This would be a good opportunity for you and people you know to learn more about Innovative Crossroads. You can register [here](https://galvccc.zoom.us/j/81514835353?pwd=aUE2dDdXVldzQzFVZ1cmtaR1aHYzZz09).

---

**Associate Director/Director, AP Content Development – Biology**

**The College Board**

**New York, NY**

**Here is the job link from Indeed.com:** [https://www.indeed.com/](https://www.indeed.com/)

We are looking for recent or soon-to-be PhD graduates who have started or are interested in starting new energy or advanced manufacturing companies. The benefits to those selected are significant: a 2-year stipend with health and travel benefits to work at ORNL, R&D funding to collaborate with ORNL scientists, and business model development and mentoring assistance. A total package of nearly $350,000. Applications open for cohort 2 on September 15, and the successful candidates will begin their work at ORNL in May, 2018.

We are hosting an informational session about the program on Wednesday, August 2nd at 2:00pm Eastern. This would be a good opportunity for you and people you know to learn more about Innovative Crossroads. You can register [here](https://galvccc.zoom.us/j/81514835353?pwd=aUE2dDdXVldzQzFVZ1cmtaR1aHYzZz09).

---

**Non-Tenure Track Feminist Scholar**

The NewSchool College Institute seeks a full-time, non-tenure track feminist scholar to conduct research and to teach 1-2 undergraduate courses on women’s leadership. We seek an applied researcher with qualitative and quantitative research skills with experience in community engagement and service-learning who can design, implement, and assess the impact of our leadership curriculum and programs. She will oversee a department of four that runs the NewSchool Scholars Program, 20+ student groups, a Residential Learning Community, and applied learning programs. Reporting to the Executive Director, the successful candidate will serve on the leadership team of NIC and manage the budget and supervise personnel for the department. She will facilitate faculty involvement in programs and work with Student Affairs, Gender & Sexuality Studies, the Office of Multicultural Affairs, and other campus units. We are especially interested in candidates with a record of international scholarship and community engagement who can lead our efforts to connect with diverse groups of women students. AID selection committee representatives will be at NSWS, APSA, AGHE, and ASA.

For more information or to apply, please visit the [NewSchool job board](https://www.newschool.edu).
Hello everyone,

The best way to spend a hot summer day is at the beach! INet NYC would like to invite you for the next big social event:

Please join us on Sunday, August 20th for a wonderful day at the Rockaway Beach. This is a great opportunity to meet other fellow researchers from the NYC area outside the lab in a relaxed atmosphere.

We will meet at 10:15 am at Wall St./Pier 11 to take the Rockaway Beach Ferry at 10:30 am. Ferries leave every hour, $ 2.75 one-way, ~60 min ride. For people who will join us later at the beach we will send more detailed information about our location once we arrive there.

The event is open to everyone (international and non-internationals).

Don’t forget to bring all your beach essentials!

Date: Sunday, August 20th

Time: 10:15 am

Location: Wall St./Pier 11

[Link to More Information]

Please register to receive updates about the event: [Eventbrite Link]

You can find this event on our Facebook page: [Facebook Page]

Please email us at info@inetnyc.com if you may have any questions.

Looking forward to see you all,

INET NYC

Hello,

There are still slots left for the following GMA concerts!

Students must directly email Ashley.Walker@cuny.edu the date that they would like to attend and that will count as their RSVP.

Please see the list below as names were added and taken away.

Linkin Park is no longer performing due to the tragic passing of their lead singer Chester Bennington.

August 4 – TBD

August 11 – Bleachers

August 18 – Demi Lovato

Date TBD – Dierks Bentley

Advertise your job vacancies with us or post the position in our job database. Please click on this link and register as an employer in GC Connect: [GC Connect Employer Link]